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The Information Content of Receptive Fields
increased or decreased by light in the respective subre-Thomas L. Adelman,1,* William Bialek,2
gion. The classical examples of these ideas are theand Robert M. Olberg3
(on)center-(off)surround structure of the receptive fields1Department of Molecular Biology
in retinal ganglion cells of frogs (Barlow, 1953) and cats2Department of Physics
(Kuffler, 1953), the similar lateral inhibitory structure inPrinceton University
Limulus retina (Hartline and Ratliff, 1958), and the ori-Princeton, New Jersey 08544
ented on and off subregions of simple cells in primary3Department of Biological Sciences
visual cortex (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). The concept ofUnion College
a receptive field has been generalized to encompassSchenectady, New York 12308
“fields” that are defined over different spaces and mo-
dalities, such as the spectrotemporal receptive fields of
auditory neurons (Theunissen et al., 2000), wind direc-Summary
tion receptive fields of the cockroach cercal system
(Kolton and Camhi, 1995), somatosensory (“barrel”) cor-The nervous system must observe a complex world
tex receptive fields of the rat whisker system (Arm-and produce appropriate, sometimes complex, behav-
strong-James and Fox, 1987), and the place fields of theioral responses. In contrast to this complexity, neural
hippocampal neurons (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971).responses are often characterized through very simple
In the classical work, receptive fields were mappeddescriptions such as receptive fields or tuning curves.
using simple stimuli, and it is natural to ask whether theDo these characterizations adequately reflect the true
description derived in these simple experiments gener-dimensionality reduction that takes place in the ner-
alizes to more natural stimulus conditions. Certainly invous system, or are they merely convenient oversim-
the visual system it is known that spatially restrictedplifications? Here we address this question for the
stimuli presented in a larger context can generate differ-target-selective descending neurons (TSDNs) of the
ent responses than they would generate in isolation,dragonfly. Using extracellular multielectrode recordings
even if the context is defined by image elements thatof a population of TSDNs, we quantify the complete-
lie completely outside of the classical receptive field (forness of the receptive field description of these cells
an early overview of these phenomena, see Allman etand conclude that the information in independent in-
al., 1985). In order to test the applicability of the re-stantaneous position and velocity receptive fields ac-
ceptive field concept in more natural stimulus contexts,counts for 70%–90% of the total information in single
we need to translate the schematic receptive field thatspikes. Thus, we demonstrate that this simple re-
one often draws as a summary of the experiments intoceptive field model is close to a complete description
a more quantitative model. Further, one has to define aof the features in the stimulus that evoke TSDN re-
measure of success or “goodness of fit” that allows ussponse.
to test this model in the richer stimulus context.
In the general case, sensory stimuli are complex func-Introduction
tions of time. Neurons respond to these stimuli with
action potentials or spikes. A model of the neuron pro-Stimuli in the natural world are extremely complex, and
vides some way of predicting the spike train from thea complete record of the sensory stimuli impinging on
stimulus, and a receptive field model tells us that ratherthe nervous system would be immense. Yet the neurons
than looking, for example, at the full history of the visual
that sense, encode, and interpret these complex inputs
movie leading up to a spike, the probability of a spike
are generally characterized using extremely simple and
will be determined only by some limited features of the
low-dimensional descriptions. This raises the question movie such as the position of a spot or the weighted
of whether these characterizations are merely utilitarian average of light intensity over a small region. Such mod-
simplifications, or whether they correctly and completely els are very useful, but raise an obvious question: given
describe a real dimensionality reduction that takes place a candidate model, how do we test whether it is correct?
in the nervous system. Here we address this question One idea is to compare the predicted versus actual
for the target-selective descending neurons (TSDNs) probability of a spike at each instant of time; the model
of dragonflies. yields the predicted probability directly from the movie,
A commonly used low-dimensional description, and and the actual spiking probability of the neuron can be
one of the most productive concepts in neuroscience, determined by repeating the movie many times as in a
has been the idea of a receptive field for visual neurons. conventional poststimulus time histogram. But once the
In the simplest and most qualitative view, the receptive predicted and actual probabilities, or equivalently the
field outlines that region of the visual space to which time-dependent spike rates r(t), have been determined,
a neuron is responsive. More quantitatively, we might there is still no obvious way to compare them. For exam-
distinguish subregions of the receptive field that are ple, it might be that calculating the mean square differ-
excitatory or inhibitory (“on” or “off”), so that the proba- ence between the predicted and actual spike rates
bility of the neuron generating an action potential is would give a reasonable measure of their similarity. But
it is not clear that this would capture our intuition about
goodness of fit: should we, for example, weight more*Correspondence: tadelman@princeton.edu
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heavily differences at times where the measured re- one instant of time, each in two dimensions. In principle
sponse is most reproducible, or perhaps where the re- one could imagine sensitivity to particular combinations
sponse is maximal, or most likely to generate responses of position and velocity (e.g., circumferential motion),
from downstream neurons? Even if we agree on a metric but the simplest hypothesis is that the probability of
for comparing different models of the neural response, generating an action potential is a product of terms
it is not clear that this metric would provide an interpret- reflecting independent position and velocity sensitivity.
able absolute measure of the quality of the model—a This is an enormous simplification, since the cells could
score of 0.8 out of 1.0 seems better than 0.5, but is 0.8 instead signal complex features of the dynamic target
good in absolute terms? trajectory—accelerations, turns, etc.—and since these
Shannon’s information theory (Shannon, 1948) pro- are high-level neurons involved in a complicated task,
vides us with a model-independent way of asking how it would not be unreasonable to expect this complexity
well a receptive field model captures the structure of to be reflected in the neural response. Thus, as for visual
the neural response. Specifically, we can think of the neurons in vertebrate retina or mammalian cortex, the
neuron as establishing some correlation between sen- receptive field model of dragonfly TSDNs states that
sory inputs and spike train output; the mutual informa- spiking is determined by (and hence presumably en-
tion between input and output provides the unique mea- codes for the animal) a very limited set of features ex-
sure of this correlation, which is consistent with several tracted from a rich dynamic world of visual inputs.
intuitively plausible conditions. When we narrow our The set of TSDNs provides an interesting test case for
view of the input stimulus from its full structure down studies of a neural code because behaviorally relevant
to what is “visible” through the window provided by stimuli are encoded by a population of modest size but
the receptive field, we necessarily lose some of this clearly not just by individual neurons. Much current
information; stated more positively, a successful re- thinking about coding in populations of neurons as-
ceptive field model would have the property that the sumes the validity of a receptive field or tuning curve
stimulus as seen through the receptive field captures model for individual cells, but direct tests of such models
most if not all of the mutual information between the in natural stimulus contexts remain to be done. We have
stimulus and the spike train. In this approach, the abso- succeeded in recording simultaneously from most of
lute quality of the receptive field model is measured by the population of TSDNs using a new flexible electrode
the information loss, which has an immediate interpreta- technology, taking advantage both of the dragonfly
tion in terms of the number of different sensory stimuli anatomy and of novel fabrication methods. Here we
that can be reliably distinguished. Our goal in this paper focus on the analysis of these data one neuron at a time
is to show how this general principle can be translated to test the validity of the receptive field model for each
into practical tools for assessing the success of the cell. This preparation also provides us with an ideal
receptive field picture in a reasonably natural stimulus model system in which to study more complex aspects
context. Related recent work includes Agu¨era y Arcas of the neural code; subsequent work will consider popu-
et al. (2003) and Sharpee et al. (2003). lation coding, the significance of single spikes for target-
Here we apply these ideas to the target-selective de- trajectory discrimination, and the effect of complexity
scending neurons (TSDNs) of the dragonfly visual sys- and correlations in the stimulus on the neural re-
tem. Dragonflies make frequent aerial pursuits of flying sponse times.
targets both for prey capture and for interactions with
other dragonflies (Corbet, 1999). The cells most clearly
Resultsinvolved in controlling the pursuit task are the TSDNs—a
set of 16 bilaterally symmetric visual interneurons in
We recorded the spiking activity of multiple TSDNs whilethe neck connective, descending from the brain and
the dragonfly watched a movie of a small, dark targetsynapsing within the thoracic ganglia. The TSDNs have
moving on a light background (Figure 1). The targetseveral properties that make them good candidates for
moved along 31 random, continuous trajectories, allbeing the chief guiding neurons linking vision to target
drawn from the same probability distribution. One ofpursuit behavior (Olberg, 1986; Frye and Olberg, 1995):
these was repeated 30 times and the 30 remaining werethey respond only to small spots moving in the visual
presented only once. The goal of this paper is to proposefield; they have large axon diameters, and therefore
a simple receptive field model that characterizes thehigh-speed spike conduction as required for fast pur-
response of these cells and, equally important, to testsuits; and they do not synapse directly onto muscles,
whether this model is correct. We do this by analyzingbut spikes induced by intracellular stimulation of the
the responses to the 30 repeated and 30 nonrepeatedTSDNs do result in wing motion. TSDN responses de-
trajectories in slightly different ways.pend on both the position and velocity of the target: a
The 30 repeated trajectories are well suited for study-cell responds only if the target is in a particular range
ing the precision of the neural response. A short exampleof positions (the position receptive field) and simultane-
of the response of one the TSDNs is shown in Figure 1E.ously has a velocity from a particular range of vector
Here the variability in the spike times between identicalvelocities (the velocity receptive field). If either of these
stimuli gives a sense of the timing precision that can beconditions is not met, the cell does not fire. The position
conveyed by these cells. The 30 nonrepeated trajector-receptive fields for all of the TSDNs are large, often
ies are better suited for quantifying the model becausecovering an area of the visual field that is 45  45
they sample a larger fraction of the stimulus space. Itor greater.
is reasonable to expect that these two quantificationsFor the dragonfly TSDNs, the simplest receptive field
of the neural response should be related. For example,model is just a map of spike probability (i.e., spike rate)
as a function of target position and (vector) velocity at if the timing and number of spikes were precise and
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Figure 1. Dissection and Recording
(A) The dragonfly is positioned ventral side up, and a dissection is made in the neck to allow access to the ventral nerve cord. An eight-
channel electrode array is positioned under the nerve cord (on the dorsal side).
(B) A schematic of the cross-section of the ventral nerve cord with the electrode array positioned dorsal to the nerve cord. During recording,
the nerve cord is gently pressed against the array’s eight electrodes (shown as white rectangles) using a small platform pressing from the
ventral side (not shown). The TSDNs are marked in white, and the three tracks are identified to the left of the nerve cord. In this experiment,
we only recorded from the DIT and MDT tracks.
(C) A schematic of the stimulus. A dark spot moves on a light background with a trajectory consisting of connected 0.25 s segments within
which the spot moves at constant velocity (see Experimental Procedures). Here the dashed line indicates a short piece of a trajectory and
the arrow indicates the direction of motion of the spot. (Only the spot is visible to the dragonfly; the arrow and dashed line are guides to
the reader.)
(D) A short section of the recording from the electrode array. A single spike from one TSDN will generally be seen on multiple electrodes, and
different patterns of spike weights can be used to distinguish the different TSDNs. Here, for example, repeated and distinct weight patterns
can be readily distinguished by visual inspection. Some readers may be interested to compare that, for example, the spikes at {471, 494, 507,
515} (gray arrows) are clearly different from the spikes at {478, 491, 498, 503, 514} (black arrows).
(E) A section of the raster plot of the response to the repeated stimuli for cell A. The stimulus is repeated 30 times, and the spike times are
indicated in the figure. A single trial lasts 30 s, a 4 s section of which is shown.
consistent across repeated trials, then a good descrip- stimulus history preceding each spike would be quite
tive model of the neuron should also exhibit this preci- complex. Instead of using this complex history, we hope
sion; in particular, the receptive fields should have corre- to find a low-dimensional description of the stimuli that
spondingly sharp, well-defined features. Here we use lead to a spike. The model we develop and quantify is
ideas from information theory to make this intuition pre- a severe simplification: that the responses of the TSDNs
cise. In the first section of the Results, we examine the are driven by instantaneous snapshots of the target po-
information content of the receptive field model, and in sition and velocity.
the second section we look at the model-independent On observing a single spike at a particular time, we
measure of information derived from the 30 repeated know more about the position and velocity of the target
trajectories. We then compare these results to test how than we did before observing the spike. Specifically,
much of the total information is captured by the model. before observing a spike, we can only base our estimate
of target position on the prior distribution (Figure 2), but
after we see a spike, we can localize the target moreInformation in Position and Velocity Receptive Fields
precisely because we know that it is in the receptiveThe most general description of the target motion is a
two-dimensional movie, and a full description of the field of the cell. Figure 3A shows position receptive fields
Neuron
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Figure 2. Sampling of the Stimulus Space by the Moving Target:
The Position and Velocity prior Distributions
(A) Sampling of display screen position. The color scale value indi-
cates the amount of time spent in each bin in seconds. The orienta-
tion shown is as viewed by the dragonfly (positive vertical corre-
sponds to dorsal, and positive horizontal corresponds to the
dragonfly’s right). Positions are indicated in display coordinates as
displacement from the center of the screen. The horizontal and
vertical edges each correspond to a viewing angle of 74.
(B) Sampling of velocity space. The orientation is the same as in (A)
and the axes correspond to the velocity in display coordinates. The
maximum velocity (40 cm/s) corresponds to approximately 330/s
(see Experimental Procedures).
of two cells calculated using the 30 nonrepeated trajec-
tories (see Experimental Procedures). The receptive
fields are notably different from the prior distribution,
and it is this reduction in the uncertainty of the target
position on observation of a single spike that is quanti-
fied by the mutual information between target position
and single spikes, I(x→; spike). Similarly, I(v→; spike) gives
the mutual information between target velocity and sin-
gle spikes. Each information value is calculated directly Figure 4. Time Evolution of the Position Receptive Field of Cell A
from the appropriate receptive field and prior distribu- Each figure is a receptive field calculated using a stimulus position
tion through Equation 3 in the Experimental Procedures. taken at a time that is shifted from the spike time by the indicated
time offset . The time offsets span symmetric time steps from 25
ms (where the information peaks for this cell; Figure 5). Details of
the calculation are discussed in the text. Note that the receptive
field seems to move from the top to the bottom of the screen as the
latency shortens. This evolving structure is caused by the velocity
receptive field (Figure 3): to produce a spike, each individual trajec-
tory must pass through the receptive field while also moving from
top to bottom. The color bar indicates the spike rate in spikes/s.
Due to neural delays, a spike might provide more
information about target position prior to the spike than
at the time of the spike. Therefore, in constructing the
receptive field, we may not want to use the position of
the target at the time of the spike, but prefer to use the
position at a time prior to the spike. To understand the
receptive field, it is therefore necessary to determine
which delay is best. To determine the appropriate delay,
we calculate a set of position and velocity receptive
fields using a range of delays (Figure 4 shows this for
the position receptive field of cell A) and calculate the
information in each, creating a plot of information value
versus delay, as shown in Figure 5 for cells A and B.
We are primarily interested in the delay that results in
the most information. For all cells and for both position
Figure 3. Position and Velocity Receptive Fields for Two of the Cells
and velocity, these curves peak near zero delay (gener-Studied Here
ally 50 ms) and go to zero far from the spike time—
Each receptive field (A, position; B, velocity) is calculated at the
since a spike carries no information about the stimuli oftime offset where its information peaks (Figure 5). The axes here
the distant past or future. The peak of these curves givesare as described in Figure 2. The color bar indicates the spike rate
in spikes/s. the time of the stimulus for which a spike carries the
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tion. This is reasonable in a pursuit task and is consistent
with dragonfly behavior. Rather than taking a direct path
toward the target (where information about velocity is
not required), dragonflies move along intercepting tra-
jectories (Olberg et al., 2000), and such trajectories re-
quire information about both position and velocity.
The information in the independent receptive field
model is just the sum of these two information values,
I(x→; spike)  I(v→; spike), since the statement of indepen-
dence is equivalent to saying that the information values
simply add. Like the assumption that the position and
velocity receptive fields are the interesting things to
calculate, this assumption of independence is also part
of the model and will be implicitly tested in the next
section. This sum is shown in Figure 6C for each cell
(together with the total information per spike, which will
be discussed in the next section).
In addition to the information values, which are theFigure 5. Information in Position and Velocity Receptive Fields ver-
sus Time Offset primary goals of this analysis, the delay times in Figure
A negative time offset corresponds to the stimulus occurring prior 6A are of interest on their own. It is striking that all of
to the spike. Correlations in the stimulus broaden and add extra the velocity delays are quite similar (45  5 ms), which
structure to these curves. For example, the side peaks in velocity are may indicate that this value is intrinsic to the dragonfly’s
caused by a false receptive field that will occur from the velocities
calculation of velocity. The position delays are not soimmediately preceding and following the velocity at the main
consistent. These delays are generally shorter than forpeak time.
velocity and possibly indicate that the dragonfly re-
sponds to target position more quickly than target veloc-
ity, although other explanations are possible. For exam-most information. The delay times of the peaks for all
ple, the short delays could instead be due to theof the cells are summarized in Figure 6A.
dragonfly extrapolating the target position from someIn Figure 6B we report the information in the receptive
time in the past (e.g., 40 ms) to some time in thefields calculated with the time offset corresponding to
more recent past (e.g.,20 ms). Two cells have positivethe largest information value for each of the cells. Here
values for the position delays, which indicates that theit can be seen that, in all of the cells, spikes contain
more information about target velocity than about posi- information in the position receptive field peaks after
Figure 6. Histograms Comparing Several
Quantities for Each of the Cells Studied Here
The two example cells used throughout this
text are indicated as cell A and B, and the
other cells are not labeled.
(A) The offset time that gives the maximal
information when used in calculation of the
position (x) and velocity (v) receptive fields
(see text and Figure 5). Negative (positive)
times indicate that the information peaks at
a time before (after) the spike.
(B) Information values in the position (I( x→;
spike), or Ix) and velocity (I( v
→; spike), or Iv)
receptive fields calculated at the time delays
in (A).
(C) Comparing the information in the re-
ceptive field model (I( x→; spike)  I( v→; spike),
or Ix  Iv) to the stimulus-independent total
information per spike (It).
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the spike has occurred. This most likely results from an I(x→; spike)  I(v→; spike)  It. (1)
extrapolation of target position that is performed by
The important point of this equation is that it allows usthe dragonfly. This interpretation is consistent with the
to compare the total information (It) to the amount ofobservation that the cells with the largest values of infor-
information captured by a low-dimensional model (I(x→;mation about velocity, and therefore most able to make
spike)  I(v→; spike)). If the model is very good, then wethe best extrapolation, are the ones that exhibit the ex-
expect these values to be very close, but if the modeltrapolation most clearly. This result is not surprising for
is poor, we will find that spikes have significantly lessa pursuit task: for example, in catching a ball, one
information about the corresponding features of thereaches or runs to where the ball will be, not to where
stimulus.it is at the time the reach is initiated.
This comparison is the primary goal of this paper, andThe comparison and addition of the information val-
it is made directly in Figure 6C, where It and I(x
→; spike)ues used in this section needs to be slightly qualified
I(v→; spike) are plotted together for each cell. From thisdue to correlations between position and velocity in
we conclude that the independent position and velocitythe stimulus. These correlations are unavoidable in this
receptive field model provides a good description of theexperiment due to constraints imposed by using contin-
single-spike response of these cells. Specifically, for alluous trajectories in a finite display size. At issue is that
cells, the model accounts for most of the information inthe correlations limit the interpretation of I(x→; spike) and
single spikes and falls short by only 0.5 to 1.5 bits,I(v→; spike) as independent quantities, as is implicitly as-
depending on the cell.sumed when we compare or add these terms. The effect
The formal procedures for calculating I(x→; spike) of these correlations can be treated as a small error in
I(v→; spike) and It are superficially quite different, and itthe values of I(x→; spike) and I(v→; spike), and in the Experi-
may not seem at first that these two quantities shouldmental Procedures we show that the error to use in
be directly compared. But this comparison is valid, ascomparing I(x→; spike) and I(v→; spike) is less than 0.1 bits
is shown in the Appendix. To gain an intuition of thisfor all cells, and that the error to use in adding I(x→; spike)
and I(v→; spike) is less than 0.25 bits. In all of the cells, comparison, Figure 7 shows a simulation of a cell with
I(x→; spike) and I(v→; spike) are much larger than these a simplified, one-dimensional receptive field. The figure
errors. shows a target trajectory and the simulated response
of a cell to this target. There are two spike-conditional
Total Information per Spike projections of motion, each of which give response dis-
In the previous section, by considering the spike-condi- tributions from which we can calculate an information:
tional stimulus ensemble (de Ruyter van Steveninck and from the projection onto the time axis we determine the
Bialek, 1988), we determined how much information the total information per spike, and the projection onto the
spikes provide about particular stimulus features, in our position axis gives the information in the receptive field.
case the position and velocity of a target at a particular In this sense, these information measures are just differ-
time. However, we can regard the spikes purely as an ent projections of the same quantity and can be quanti-
output, without reference to the stimulus, and directly tatively compared. Furthermore, if a cell were sensitive
calculate the amount of information they contain (Bren- to more features of the stimulus trajectories, then the
ner et al., 2000). projections of the rate onto the position axis would nec-
In general, the information in a neural response is essarily be less structured than its projection onto the
determined by its entropy, reduced by the entropy of time axis, and hence information would be lost in the
the noise in the response, which limits its capacity to construction of the receptive field model. More gener-
transmit meaningful information. Since we are focusing ally, no projection can result in a richer distribution of
on the arrival time of single spikes, the total entropy is rates than observed along the time axis, and hence it
easy to compute and the noise entropy can be estimated is this description that sets the limit on the information
by repeating the same stimulus many times to determine conveyed by single spikes.
the variability of the response. This quantifies the sense
that the response to repeated stimuli indicates the preci-
Discussionsion of a cell’s response to features in the stimulus and
can be easily calculated using the responses of the
The primary purpose of this paper is to test whetherTSDNs to the 30 repeated trials. Crucially, neither the
the independent position and velocity receptive fieldscomputation of the total entropy nor the noise entropy
provide a valid and complete description of single spikesdepends on any reference to features in the stimulus.
in the dragonfly TSDNs. We can answer this questionWe refer to the difference of these entropies as the
quantitatively by comparing the information in the re-total information, or It. Thus, It gives the single-spike
ceptive field model (I(x→; spike)  I(v→; spike)) to the total,information without assumptions about the features in
model-independent information (It). If all of the total in-the stimulus that influence production of a spike (such
formation can be accounted for by the receptive fieldas the receptive fields used in the previous section).
description, then we know that the description com-The information about a low-dimensional feature of
pletely captures the stimulus features to which the cellthe stimulus must always be less than the total informa-
is responding. If not, we will be able to tell by how muchtion (see Appendix). In our case, It specifies the total
the model falls short. For all cells studied here, we findinformation carried by single spikes and I(x→; spike) 
that I(x→; spike)  I(v→; spike)  It, but that I(x→; spike) I(v→; spike) refers to the information that single spikes
I(v→; spike) generally falls short by 0.5 to 1.5 bits. Thathave about particular aspects of the stimulus, so it must
always be the case that is, for all of the measured TSDNs, position and velocity
The Information Content of Receptive Fields
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Figure 7. Schematic Illustrating the Compar-
ison of Total Information to Information in the
Receptive Field for a One-Dimensional Tra-
jectory
We have predetermined the receptive field of
this simulated cell and calculated the spike
rate completely from this receptive field. As
shown in this schematic, the probability dis-
tributions from which the information values
are calculated are different projections of the
spike rate, and therefore it is meaningful to
compare them.
(A) The stimulus trajectory. The two bands
indicate the positions that are active in the
receptive field.
(B) The receptive field of the simulated cell. This is used to determine the information in the model (Equation 3).
(C and D) The simulated average response rate (C, the poststimulus time histogram). In an experiment, this would be determined by repeating
a stimulus over multiple trails as in Figure 1E, but in this simulation it is determined directly from the receptive field. This is used to determine
the total information (Equation 8). This calculation is invariant to shuffling and rescaling of the time axis, and this is done in (D), which shows the
rates from (C) reorganized into descending order with a normalized abscissa. Because the rate distribution in (B) is nearly identical to (D), the
information values calculated from these distributions will also be very close.
Of course, in an actual experiment, the distributions are found in a slightly different order: first we present the stimulus to the animal (A), then
we determine the average spike rate (C), and from this we can determine the receptive field (B) and the rate distribution (D). Furthermore, in
the experiments presented in this paper where the receptive field space is very large, we calculate the receptive fields by presentations of
many trajectories, rather than the repeated presentation of the same trajectory. Finally, the trajectory here has been chosen so that its prior
on the receptive field space is uniform. This is a simplification that allows us to compare by inspection the target position and spike rate
distributions. Without this, as is the case in the experiments presented here, we must normalize by the prior.
receptive fields account for most (70%–90%) of the in- is completely independent of such assumptions about
latencies and reflects the total information regardlessformation in single spikes.
It is of some surprise that such a simple receptive of whether a single latency or multiple nonuniform laten-
cies are active in the system. This is an important point:field description captures so much of the information
for all of these cells. The dragonfly watches a compli- in most neural coding models, one of the most severe
dimensionality reductions is that the neuron only re-cated time history of a stimulus trajectory and extracts
features from this that are useful in catching a target. sponds to some finite history of the stimulus, and a
proper test for completeness of a model must addressThis is a difficult task, requiring a high level of speed
and precision, and there is no a priori reason for be- whether the correct amount of stimulus history is ac-
counted for. Therefore, although more complex historylieving that the important features of the trajectory
should be summarizable in terms of independent re- dependence or latencies could be relevant to interpre-
ting the response, these features can have no more thanceptive fields.
That the total information is slightly larger than the 0.5 to 1.5 bits/spike. Given all of these possibilities, many
of which could be useful in catching a flying target, it isinformation in the independent receptive field model
indicates that there are additional features of the stimu- surprising that the response of these high-level cells
can be so simply described.lus that influence spiking that are not described by the
model, but as this difference is small, we know that On the other hand, the simplicity of this model should
not be overstated. Because it contains both positionthese features are not very significant in determining
the single-spike response. Even though small, it is worth and velocity information, there is an implied dynamic.
Examples of this can be seen in the evolving receptivespeculating about features of the trajectories that are
not captured by the independent receptive field model. field structure in Figure 4 and also in that several of
the cells seem to extrapolate or predict target positionA likely candidate is that the TSDNs might be responding
to features of the joint position and velocity space (Results). As another example, we note that this model
is at least comparable in complexity to a common model(x→, v→) that cannot be described in the independent posi-
tion and velocity spaces. For example, selectivity for for the receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells that con-
sist of a two-dimensional receptive field followed bytarget trajectories that are curved, or where velocity
preferences otherwise vary with position, would require temporal filter (Rodieck, 1965), i.e., two independent
filters, as with the dragonfly. In analogy to the gangliona description in the joint space. There are other features
of the target trajectory to which the cells could be re- cell temporal filter, it is worth noting that the velocity
receptive fields of the TSDNs force a temporal compo-sponding: for example, linear acceleration or curvature.
The possibilities listed to this point are still within the nent to the response, in that all of the cells spike only
when the target moves quickly through the receptiveframework that the TSDNs are essentially responding
to a stimulus event that occurred at a snapshot in time. field; for this reason, most of the TSDNs spike in short,
well-defined bursts, and only to the transient motion ofInstead, the dragonfly could be extracting much more
complex features from the short- or long-term history the target through the position receptive fields. Finally,
we note from Figure 6C that the TSDNs carry approxi-of the stimulus: for example, that the target visits posi-
tions in a particular sequence or that the stimulus affects mately 4 bits per spike, which is large compared to other
central neurons (Rieke et al., 1997; Buracˇas and Albright,the TSDNs with several latencies. We emphasize that It
Neuron
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1999). We can gain an intuition for this by imagining that cells’ selectivity and have found that 70% to 90% of
all 4 bits referred to position, in which case 3 indepen- the information provided by individual spikes can be
dent spikes would give enough information to localize accounted for by the simple receptive field model.
a target to one part in 212 or, for example, to reduce an
attack angle uncertainty of 90  90 to 1.5  1.5. It
Experimental Procedures
does not seem unreasonable that such cells could pro-
vide the speed and precision that is required to catch Our approach in this study was to record concurrently from multiple
flying prey. TSDNs in Aeshna canadensis and to determine the responses of
the TSDNs to a moving target. Concurrent TSDN activity was re-In this work, we have both introduced a theoretical
corded using an electrode array.framework and applied this framework to the analysis
of particular experiments on the dragonfly TSDNs. We
emphasize that the framework is very general, and that Mounting and Dissection
even within the dragonfly system we can use the same The mounting and dissection of the dragonfly were similar to the
procedures outlined by Olberg (1986), and here we only briefly sum-information theoretic tools to ask questions that lead
marize. The TSDNs project from the brain to the thoracic gangliatoward a more complete understanding of neural coding
through the ventral nerve cord. The dragonfly was mounted ventralunder natural stimulus conditions. At the same time, we
side up to a rigid metal bar, and a small patch of cuticle in the neck
also note that all of the analysis presented here should was removed to allow access to the fused cervical connectives by
be interpreted within the context of the particular stimu- the electrode array, as shown in Figures 1A and 1B.
lus ensemble that we used; as with all characterizations,
we can only draw conclusions within the stimulus en-
Recordingsemble used in our study. Therefore, it would be interest-
An array of extracellular electrodes was placed beneath the neck
ing to repeat the approach used here but with different connective to record spike activity of the TSDNs as shown in Figure
stimuli. For example, how applicable is the receptive 1. As the TSDNs are situated dorsally in the ventral nerve cord,
field model when there are multiple targets present, or the array was placed against the dorsal surface of the cord. To
accomplish this, we manufactured an electrode array with a specialwhen the target moves against a complex background?
3D geometry.How does the receptive field model deal with changes
The array device consists of eight evenly spaced, side-by-sidein features such as target size, contrast, or shape? All
wires encased in an insulating and flexible polyimide film (11 mof these variations are feasible in a natural context. One
thick). A small window in the polyimide at one end of each wire
particular point of interest is that the velocity receptive allowed electrical contact with the connective, and a larger window
fields have latencies of approximately 40 ms. While we at the other end allowed connection to the amplifiers. This flexible
have used stimulus trajectories that are primarily smooth array was glued to a thin rigid support that was shaped to reach
over the thorax of the dragonfly, down into the neck incision, andon this timescale, one can imagine flight paths for the
under the connective to rest against its dorsal side. The array geom-dragonfly and prey that have multiple evasive actions
etry is shown in Figure 1 with an example set of recordings fromand turns on this timescale. It would be interesting to
the electrodes.
provide stimuli with all timescales shorter than 40 ms The electrodes were placed across the width of the connective.
and see how well the receptive field model continues The electrodes were spaced 65 m center-to-center, 10 m wide
to work. It could be, for example, that velocity receptive along the array axis, and 50 m long. The voltages from the elec-
trodes were amplified using A-M Systems Model 1700 amplifiersfields do not change, but continue to refer to the stimulus
(gain 	 1 K, low-frequency cut-off 	 300 Hz, high-frequency cut-at a 40 ms delay; or it could be that they broaden, since
off	 10 kHz), and the complete voltage versus time record for eachit may take less time to determine a less informative
channel was stored on a computer hard drive after being digitizedquantity; or it could be that the position receptive fields
to 12 bit precision at 40 kHz per channel (multiplexed) using a
become more informative as the velocity receptive fields National Instruments PCI-MIO-16E-1 board.
become less informative. In addition to changing fea-
tures in the stimulus, we could extend our analysis be-
Spike Sortingyond single spikes to look at patterns of spikes, either
Spikes thus recorded from the TSDNs ranged between 0.1 and 1.0across time or across the population of cells. Possibly,
mV. Spike times were identified as the time of the lowest valuesuch patterns could stand for new features of the trajec- below a threshold on all of the eight channels. The value of the
tory. All of these issues have a precise information theo- minimum on each of the eight channels was determined, and other
retic formulation exactly parallel to the analysis intro- features of the spike shape were ignored in the subsequent analysis.
duced here and will be addressed in subsequent work. The minima define an eight-dimensional vector for each spike, and
examination of two-dimensional projections of this vector spaceWe began the study of the TSDNs without a priori
show many distinct clusters. An agglomeration algorithm (Gordon,knowledge of the type of information that would be rep-
1999) was used to identify cluster membership.resented in the nervous system. Because responses to
To verify the above spike-sorting techniques, in multiple prepara-
most features in the stimulus space would likely produce tions we have made simultaneous intracellular recordings of two
position and/or velocity receptive fields, we needed TSDN cells concurrent with the extracellular recordings (although
some indication of whether these receptive fields are not for the specific animal used for this paper). In all cases we have
appropriate descriptions of the responses of the TSDNs. found that clearly identifiable clusters corresponded to spikes from
individual cells. On the other hand, not all spikes from an individualWe have found that single spikes generally contain
cell would lie within the cell’s cluster. We suggest that the predomi-slightly more information about velocity than position,
nant cause for this is temporal overlapping of spike waveforms,and that together these account for most, but not all,
and here we make no attempt to sort these overlap events. The
of the total information. By comparing the information consequence of these methods was that in any given recording and
in the receptive field model to the total information in for spikes above a threshold value appropriate for the TSDNs, we
the spikes of the individual cells, we have been able to found many well-defined individual clusters within a very low-den-
sity background of spikes that fall within no cluster.quantify to what extent the receptive fields capture the
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Visual Stimuli optimal time delay. All receptive fields are calculated using the 30
nonrepeated trials. Example position and velocity receptive fieldsThe visual stimulus consists of a single small dark spot moving
against a light visual field (Olberg, 1986). The motion of the spot of two cells are shown in Figure 3. Alternatively, we could have
quantified the receptive field as the conditional distribution of thewas computer controlled to give pseudo-random trajectories as
illustrated in Figure 1C, which have the advantage that the TSDNs stimulus given a spike, P(stimulus|spike). These descriptions are
related through Bayes’ rule,do not habituate nearly as quickly as they do to simpler trajectories.
The trajectories were constructed as a series of 240 straight line
P(spike|stimulus) 	 P(stimulus|spike)P(spike)/P(stimulus), (2)segments, each segment having a 0.25 s duration, connected end-
to-end with no pauses between the segments, giving a full trajectory
where P(spike) is the overall spike probability, or the firing rate,of 1 min in duration. Each segment had a speed randomly chosen
and P(stimulus) is the prior probability distribution of the stimulusfrom a flat distribution with a 40 cm/s cut-off and a randomly chosen
presented in the experiment.direction uniform over 0 to 2
. If the entire segment did not lie within
The information in the receptive field is a measure of the reductionthe boundary of the screen, both a new speed and new direction
in uncertainty of the target position or velocity upon observation ofwere chosen until the segment was contained entirely within the
a single spike. Without knowledge of the spike arrival times, thescreen. Thirty-one 1 min trajectories were presented to the animal
target’s position and velocity are known to be distributed accordingwith half-minute rests between each presentation, during which the
to the prior distributions, P( x→) and P( v→) (Figure 2). On occurrencetarget was kept stationary at the starting point of the subsequent
of a spike from a particular cell at a given time, the target’s positiontrajectory. One of the 31 trajectories was selected to be shown
and velocity will be described by the probability distributionsrepeatedly, interleaved between each of the remaining 30 random
P( x→|spike) and P( v→|spike) derived from the receptive fields of thetrajectories. A complete experiment took 1.5 hr.
cell. If either of these distributions is more concentrated than theThe coverage of stimulus space by the random trajectories is
prior distribution, the uncertainty in the position and/or velocity hasshown in Figure 2. Note that in the (Vx, Vy) representation, the velocity
been reduced. The information content of a receptive field quantifiesdistribution was strongly peaked near Vx	 Vy	 0; this is because the
this reduction in the uncertainty, and, for position, is determinedstimuli were constructed from a flat distribution of speeds (speed	
from (see Appendix)√V 2x  V 2y), and each concentric annulus of constant speed had ap-
proximately the same number of segments in the stimulus, leaving
I( x→; spike) 	  d2xP( x→|spike)log2 P( x
→|spike)
P(x→) , (3)the larger annuli with the same number of visits spread over a
larger area.
The stimulus was displayed on a Tektronix 608 oscilloscope, rast- and the corresponding expression for velocity defines I( v→; spike).
ered in the vertical direction at 500 Hz with 20 lines per cm. The
9  9 cm screen was placed 6 cm from the dragonfly, thus filling a Accounting for Correlations in the Stimulus
74  74 field of view. The oscilloscope trace was dimmed where Correlations between position and velocity in the prior stimulus
necessary (using in-house electronics) to create a square spot 0.42 distribution can remove our ability to distinguish between position
cm on a side, seen as 4 by the dragonfly. The brightness of the and velocity sensitivity in the dragonfly’s response. To check the
screen was 35.4 W/cm2/sr, and the dimmed spot had a brightness influence of correlations in the stimulus, we compare the sum of
of 2.3 W/cm2/sr. The screen was placed in front of the dragonfly the information values of the position and velocity receptive fields
so it could be seen by the fovea and adjusted to include most of to the information in the joint distribution, using the identity
the receptive fields of the TSDNs.
The construction of the target trajectories was chosen as a com- I(x→; spike)  I(v→; spike) 	 I(x→, v→; spike)  I(x→, v→|spike)  I(x→; v→), (4)
promise between a stimulus that solved various practical considera-
tions and one that the animal might encounter in nature. In the where I( x→; v→) is the mutual information between position and velocity
natural environment, dragonflies pursue targets along interception in the entire stimulus ensemble, and I( x→; v→|spike) is the mutual infor-
trajectories. While on an ideal interception course, the target will be mation between position and velocity for the subset of stimuli that
at a stationary position from the perspective of the dragonfly (Olberg leads to a spike. This equation relates information in the independent
et al., 2000), and from this perspective the position and velocity of model (left side) to terms that account for correlations in
a moving target gives information about the correction that is x→ and v→ in both the stimulus and the dragonfly’s response (right
needed to return to an interception course. We think of our stimulus side). I( x→, v→; spike) is of interest here since it accounts for the re-
as a series of segments corresponding to such slip trajectories. sponse of the dragonfly to the joint ( x→, v→) stimulus space. Unfortu-
We have further simplified these segments by keeping the velocity nately, we cannot measure I( x→, v→; spike), as the joint ( x→, v→) space
constant within each segment and making them all have the same is too large to sample thoroughly, and for this reason we have
duration, chosen to be substantially longer than the dragonfly’s proposed the independent model that we study in this paper. Since
response delay times. Many other ideas for the stimulus construc- information is always positive or zero, if I( x→; v→) 	 0, we would have
tion, such as random flicker or use of a spot that flashes at random I( x→; spike)  I( v→; spike)  I( x→, v→; spike), which is reasonable, since
locations on the screen, were ruled out because they did not pro- the independent model should contain less information than the full
duce responses from the TSDNs. joint response. But if I( x→; v→) 0, then we cannot make this compari-
Throughout this paper we represent the stimulus in the coordi- son to I( x→, v→; spike), and in general the addition of I( x→; spike) and
nates of the display screen. This is chosen over representation of I( v→; spike) will not be meaningful. Therefore, for I( x→; spike)  I( v→;
dragonfly viewing angles. In the viewing angle coordinate system, spike) to be useful, I( x→; v→) must be small. For the stimulus used
target trajectories that are straight lines on the display screen will here, we calculate I( x→; v→)  0.25 bits, significantly smaller than I( x→;
appear as arcs, thus making it difficult for the reader to determine spike) or I( v→; spike) and not much larger than the error bars for most
whether or not an arc originated from a straight or curved trajectory. of these quantities.
For the display used here, the horizontal and vertical extrema of the Since I( x→; v→) is small, we can treat this as an error term to the
screen are at 4.5 cm (37). more interesting but approximate relation
I( x→; spike)  I( v→; spike) ≈ I( x→, v→; spike)  I(x→, v→|spike). (5)
Receptive Fields
In this paper we quantify a receptive field as the probability of the Here, all of the terms refer to the TSDN responses to different fea-
neuron spiking as a function of a stimulus parameter, P (spike|stimu- tures of the stimulus without influence of the correlations in the
lus), where the stimulus parameter is either the vector position, stimulus. It is also emphasized that I( x→; v→|spike) describes the
P(spike|x→), or vector velocity, P(spike|v→), of the target. Practically, amount of information spikes contain about correlated features in
we evaluate the receptive field by binning the stimulus parameter the stimulus (not intrinsic correlations in the stimulus). Furthermore,
and computing a histogram of those bins that are traversed at some to within the small value of I( x→; v→), we have the approximate bound
fixed time relative to the spike, and we vary the time between the
spike and our measurement of the receptive field to determine the I( x→; spike)  I( v→; spike)  I( x→, v→; spike). (6)
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Here we have shown that to within the small value of I( x→; v→), it is from failure to use a stimulus that is long enough to sample the
distribution of stimuli ergodically, or from difficulties in extractingmeaningful to treat I( x→; spike)  I( v→; spike) as the information in the
independent receptive field model. Whether this is a good descrip- Iinf; all of these have been discussed elsewhere (Brenner et al., 2000).
We have examined these errors for the present data and find thattion of the response of the dragonfly (i.e., not only is I( x→; spike) 
I( v→; spike)  I( x→, v→; spike), but I( x→, v→; spike) is fairly close to I( x→; the dominant source of error is in the expected plateau in information
versus discretization scale not completely leveling off, and we reportspike)  I( v→; spike)) is addressed by comparing I( x→; spike)  I( v→;
spike) to the total information, which is done in the Results. these errors conservatively. It is possible that smaller error bars
could be derived from a more sophisticated estimation procedure.A related question is whether correlations between position and
velocity in the stimulus might cause errors in our interpretation of
the individual receptive fields. For example, consider a stimulus Appendix
ensemble with built-in correlations such that the target always has In the interest of completeness, we derive here all of the equations
a particular velocity, v→0, when at a particular position, x→0. In this case, needed for the analysis presented in the text. To a large extent our
a cell that had x→0 prominent in its position receptive field will neces- discussion follows that of Brenner et al. (2000).
sarily have v→0 appear in its velocity receptive field even if the cell Imagine that we observe neural responses in a large time window
had no intrinsic preference for v→0. To test the significance of this 0  t  T. During this time, a complete description of the stimulus
effect for the actual stimulus ensemble used in these experiments, is given by the entire trajectory x˜(t ). If we are told the arrival time
we can estimate the influence of the position velocity correlations t0 of a single spike, then on average this provides an information
by calculating the information in a “velocity correlation receptive about the stimulus that is given by
field” calculated purely from the actual position receptive field. That
is, from each cell’s position receptive field, we calculate the re-
I({x˜(t)}; t0) 	  {dx˜(t)} 
T
0
dt0P[{x˜(t)}, t0] log2  P[{x˜(t)}, t0]P[{x˜(t)}]P(t0) bits,ceptive field in velocity that we would measure solely induced by
the correlations in the stimulus. This is given by
(10)
Pcorr(spike|v→) 	  d 2xP(spike|x→)P( x→|v→). (7)
where we write {x˜(t )} to remind us that, in principle, the occurrence
Calculating this value for all cells, we find that the information con- of a single spike can provide information about any aspect of the
tent of the correlation induced receptive field is less than 0.1 bits. trajectory; to compute the full information we need to integrate over
This indicates that correlations between position and velocity do not the space of functions {x˜(t )} as opposed to the space of positions
produce significant correlations between the position and velocity x˜(t ) at one particular time.
receptive fields calculated in Equation 3, and that these correlations We can decompose Equation 10 in several ways. We begin by
can be ignored in the current analysis. writing
P[{x˜(t)}, t0] 	 P[t0|{x˜(t)}]P[{x˜(t)}]. (11)Total Information
The stimulus-independent information, which we refer to as the total
But the probability P[t0|{x˜(t )}] of a spike at t0, given that we knowinformation, is calculated using the following equation (see also
the full stimulus {x˜(t )}, must be proportional to the time-dependentBrenner et al., 2000, and Appendix Equation 16)
firing rate r(t0) that we would measure in a conventional peristimulus
time histogram as in Figure 1E. Because we are considering theIt 	
1
T 
T
0
dt
r(t)
r
log2 r(t)r  bits/spike, (8) probability distribution for exactly one spike, we must obey the
normalization conditions
where It is the average information carried by the arrival time of a
single spike, r(t) is the average instantaneous rate calculated from 
T
0
dt0P[{x˜(t)}, t0] 	 
T
0
dt0P(t0) 	 1, (12)
the response to the 30 repeated trajectories, ( r ) is the average value
of r(t ), and T is the length of the trial. which means that
Finite Size Effects in Information Calculations
P[{x˜(t)}, t0] 	
1
T
r(t0)
r
(13)Our analysis of the data involves the computation of information
from various probability distributions. These distributions refer both
to the arrival times of spikes (see Equation 8) and to the position P(t0) 	
1
T
, (14)
and velocity vectors describing the stimulus (see Equation 3). Here
we estimate the distributions by uniformly discretizing these contin-
where r is the average spike rate over the whole window 0  t0 uous variables and simply counting the number of times each bin
T. Thus, we can substitute into Equation 10 to obtainis occupied. With finite data sets, all information theoretic quantities
will depend on the number of samples or trials in the experiment
and on the bin size of our discretization. Here we take a conservative I({x˜(t)}; t0) 	  {dx˜(t)}P[{x˜(t)}] 1T 
T
0
dt0
r(t0)
r
log2 r(t0)r , (15)approach to these problems. The dependence of information on
sample size N is examined explicitly (as in Strong et al., 1998; Go-
where P(t0) 	 r is the average spike rate over the whole window 0lomb et al., 1997), and for all reported results we see the ex-
 t0  T. Now we note that if the window T is sufficiently large, thepected behavior
integral over this time will be independent of the precise choice
of trajectory, since averaging over time already is equivalent toI(N) 	 Iinf  A/N; (9)
averaging over an ensemble of signals (ergodicity). Thus, we can
Iinf is then our estimate. The success of this correction can be seen drop the integral over trajectories and obtain more simply
in Figure 5, where Iinf is close to zero at times far from the occurrence
of the spike. Without this correction, all of the information values in
I({x˜(t)}; t0) 	
1
T
T
0
dt0
r(t0)
r
log2 r(t0)r . (16)this figure would be about 0.5 bits larger, and in particular, at times
far from the spike time where nonzero information would be physi-
cally unreasonable. This is Equation 8 of the text and Equation 2.5 of Brenner et al. (2000).
We emphasize that this provides an estimate of the informationThis estimate of information is studied as a function of the discreti-
zation scale, and we look for a plateau—overly coarse discretization conveyed by the arrival time of a single spike without any assump-
tions regarding which features of the stimulus are being encoded.leads to information loss, while overly fine discretization leads to
artifactually large estimates because of undersampling. For these Note also that this is an exact formula for the information carried
by a single spike, even if successive spikes do not carry indepen-experiments, we find that discretizing the target’s position and ve-
locity to 12  12 bins and time to 12 ms lies within the plateau for dent information.
As an alternative, we can decompose Equation 10 by writingall cells. Errors could arise from statistical noise in the sample,
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P[{x˜(t)}, t0] 	 P[{x˜(t)}|t0]P(t0). (17) response from beyond the classical receptive field: neurophysiologi-
cal mechanisms for local-global comparisons in visual neurons.
Substituting, we find Annu. Rev. Neurosci. 8, 407–430.
Armstrong-James, M., and Fox, K. (1987). Spatiotemporal conver-
I({x˜(t)}; t0) 	 
T
0
dt0P(t0)  {dx˜(t)}P[{x˜(t)}|t0] log2 P[{x˜(t)}|t0]P[{x˜(t)}] . (18) gence and divergence in the rat S1 “barrel” cortex. J. Comp. Neurol.
263, 265–281.
A crucial point is that we expect the arrival of a spike at t0 to tell us Barlow, H.B. (1953). Summation and inhibition in the frog’s retina.
something about the trajectory in the neighborhood of the time t0, but J. Physiol. 119, 69–88.
that what we are being told is invariant to this time. More precisely, if Brenner, N., Strong, S.P., Koberle, R., Bialek, W., and de Ruyter van
we compute the integral Steveninck, R.R. (2000). Synergy in a neural code. Neural Comput.
12, 1531–1552.
 {dx˜(t)}P[{x˜(t)}|t0] log2 P[{x˜(t)}|t0]P[{x˜(t)}] , Buracˇas, G.T., and Albright, T.D. (1999). Gauging sensory represen-
tations in the brain. Trends Neurosci. 22, 303–309.
we will find that for different values of the spike time t0, different Corbet, P.S. (1999). Dragonflies: Behavior and Ecology of Odonata
portions of the trajectory x˜(t ) are most important in the integrand, (Ithaca, NY: Comstock).
but the final integral is independent of t0. Thus, we can write
de Ruyter van Steveninck, R.R., and Bialek, W. (1988). Real-time
performance of a movement sensitive neuron in the blowfly visual
I({x˜(t)}; t0) 	  {dx˜(t)}P[{x˜(t)}|t0] log2 P[{x˜(t)}|t0]P[{x˜(t)}] , (19) system. Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B 234, 379–414.
Frye, M.A., and Olberg, R.M. (1995). Visual receptive-field properties
which is Equation A.11 of Brenner et al. (2000) and Equation 2 of of feature detecting neurons in the dragonfly. J. Comp. Physiol. [A]
de Ruyter van Steveninck and Bialek (1988). 177, 569–576.
In general, Equation 19 is not so useful, since it expresses the
Golomb, D., Hertz, J., Panzeri, S., Treves, A., and Richmond, B.information carried by single spikes as an integral over the full space
(1997). How well can we estimate the information carried in neuronalof trajectories {x˜(t )}. This is why the mathematically equivalent inte-
responses from limited samples? Neural Comput. 9, 649–665.gral over time-dependent rates, Equation 16, is so important in
Gordon, A.D. (1999). Classification (Boca Raton, FL: Chapman &providing a practical model-independent measure of information
Hall/CRC).transmission. On the other hand, if we suspect that the neuron is
selective for only some features f  {f1, f2, ..., fK} of the trajectory, Hartline, H.K., and Ratliff, F. (1958). Spatial summation of inhibitory
then there is an analogous equation for the information that the influences in the eye of Limulus and the mutual interaction of recep-
spike arrival time provides about these features, tor units. J. Gen. Physiol. 41, 1049–1066.
Hubel, D.N., and Wiesel, T.N. (1962). Receptive fields, binocular
I(f; t0) 	  dKf P(f|t0)log2 P(f|t0)P(f) . (20) interactions and functional architecture in the cat’s visual cortex. J.Physiol. 160, 106–154.
Kolton, L., and Camhi, J.M. (1995). Cartesian representation of stim-With f identified as the position x˜(t0  ) at some time  relative to
ulus direction: parallel processing by two sets of giant interneuronsthe spike, this corresponds to Equation 3 in the text.
in the cockroach. J. Comp. Physiol. [A] 176, 691–702.If the features f are computed from the trajectory {x˜(t )}, then in
this computation—which represents a projection from the (very) Kuffler, S.W. (1953). Discharge patterns and functional organisation
high-dimensional space of trajectories onto the limited K-dimen- of mammalian retina. J. Neurophysiol. 16, 37–68.
sional space of features—we can only lose information or at best O’Keefe, J., and Dostrovsky, J. (1971). The hippocampus as a spatial
preserve the information that is there. Thus, we have map: preliminary evidence from unit activity in the freely-moving
rat. Brain Res. 34, 171–175.I(f; t0)  I({x˜(t)}; t0), (21)
Olberg, R.M. (1986). Identified target-selective visual interneurons
with equality only if the neuron’s response is determined entirely by descending from the dragonfly brain. J. Comp. Physiol. [A] 159,
the features f and by no other aspects of the stimulus. This inequality 827–840.
allows us to ask in a rigorous way whether a limited set of features Olberg, R.M., Worthington, A.H., and Venator, K.R. (2000). Prey pur-
(target position and velocity for the neurons discussed here) capture suit and interception in dragonflies. J. Comp. Physiol. [A] 186,
the information that the neuron provides about the sensory input. 155–162.
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